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The flowers that bloom in the Spring, Tra la, Are all very well in their place, But the man that's well dressed is a king, Tra la, Of every inanimate thing, Tra la, A creature of beauty and grace, A creature of infinite

If you want to dress nobly and neat, Tra la, Of course you will go and see Joe, Two hundred three Montgomeriy Street, Tra la, Whose stock is unique and com-

plete, Tra la, In styles which are now all the go, And which Joseph with pleasure will
grace, And there-fore it is that I say or I sing, The man that's well dressed is the show, He will give you a fit, and he'll dress you in style, At a price which will cause you with

peer of a king, Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la, That man is the peer of a king, pleas-ure to smile, Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la, Will cause you with pleas-ure to smile.

Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la la

Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la la

Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la la

Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la la